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PRESS RELEASE
NISSHIN INDUSTRIAL Ltd, a Japanese company headquartered in Tokyo, specialized in
injection molding/mold design/R&D, has signed on November 13, 2015 in
Metz/Moselle/France an agreement with WTC Metz‐Saarbrücken for a local address
registration (WTC registration + domiciliation), which corresponds to the first footprint of
NISSHIN INDUSTRIAL Ltd in Europe.
NISSHIN INDUSTRIAL had participated to the visit of a delegation of Ota City (greater
Tokyo) in Western Europe last july, including Moselle/France. NISSHIN representatives
were then impressed by the location of Moselle, at the heart of the 2 major markets of
Western Europe i.e. France and Germany but also by the local dynamism and the will to
internationally promote the emerging European Valley for Energy, Materials and
Processes, which is particularly represented in Moselle, in the fields of plastics and
composites, which corresponds to NISSHIN unique expertise, whose moto is “redefining
the standards of injection molding”. NISSHIN has proprietary technologies to offer
throughout Europe, and had been looking for a right place to start with.
The agreement was signed by Mr Shigeru Takemoto, Chief Technical Officer, representing
Mr Moriya Takemoto, President of NISSHIN INDUSTRIAL Ltd, and Mrs Patricia Moinard,
Manager, representing Mr Daniel Schaeffer, President of WORLD TRADE CENTER
METZ‐SAARBRÜCKEN, in the presence of MOSELLE DEVELOPMENT Agency teams of
Metz and Tokyo, who are at the origin of this contact.
After the signature of this agreement, NISSHIN INDUSTRIAL team took part as an
exhibitor to Medica international medical show at Düsseldorf/Germany, where it could
highlight its recent European domiciliation in Metz/Moselle/France.
NISSHIN Industrial is the 7th Japanese company in the last 12 months to have signed an
WORLD
TRADE
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in
agreement
with
Metz/Moselle/France, after KINBOSHI, SAKAE CASTING, TAIYO TORYO, TSUBAME RADIO,
OHZEN, SANADA KIKAÏ Companies.
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